The St. Louis Community College Foundation gratefully acknowledges the contributions of its FY2019 donors (gifts made during July 1, 2018-June 30, 2019). Thank you to all our generous supporters.

Leader's Circle
$100,000 & Above
- Emerson Charitable Trust
- William B Bahr
- Bank of America Charitable Foundation
- Marilyn Bush
- Bayer AG
- Damon Andrew
- Rosemary K Doerr
- Edward Jones
- Vanessa Okwuraiwei
- Enterprise Holdings Foundation
- Gateway to Innovation
- Eric Gorham
- Paul and Donna Kindl
- James M McHugh
- Mid-America Transplant Foundation
- Jeanne Scarpulla Trust
- Silicon Valley Community Foundation
- SSM Health Care - St. Louis
- Amber Wood
- St Louis Community Foundation
- UPS
- William S Anheuser Foundation
- Women's Connection Network
- Lt Col Robert S Zbylut

Founder's Circle
$10,000 to $999,000
- American Direct Marketing Resources LLC
- Raymond Kleeman
- Terence C Collins
- The Delmar Gardens Family
- Kathy Gilmore
- Dollar General Literacy Foundation
- Express Scripts
- Four Seasons Resort Costa Rica at Peninsula Papagayo
- Joan McGivney
- JPMorgan Chase & Co
- Moneta Group Charitable Foundation
- Linda Pietroburgo
- Margaret M Mooney
- Sarah Nahlik
- Nationwide Affinity Solutions
- Traci O'Bryan
- Paric Corporation
- Howard Hayes
- Kristen Peterson
- Pott Foundation
- Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP
- Christopher Lydon
- The David and Wilma Schopp Charitable Fund
- Anthony J Soukenik
- The Staenberg Family Foundation
- TD Ameritrade Services Company, Inc
- Wendelynn Rhodes
- United Way of Greater Saint Louis
- Mark Weber
- Robin and Tim Wentworth

President's Circle
$2,500-$4,999
- Anonymous
- Bruce E Arnold
- Stephen Baalmann
- Keith Baizer
- Mark C Birk
- Black & Veatch Corporation
- Burns and McDonnell
- CIGNA Healthcare
- Edward Cotter
- Jo-Ann Digman
- Enterprise Holdings
- Fidelity Charitable
- Gateway City Aquatic Club
- Eric and Lisa Gorham
- Mary Lee Grone
- Theodore Guhr
- Teresa and Jack Huether
- Mary Koomar and Tony Pawloski
- Kevin Lee
- Maritz Inc
- Mercy Health Foundation
- Mid-America Transplant
- Monsanto Corporation
- National Association of Women in Construction (NAWIC)
- Panera LLC
- Pamela Morris-Thornton
- Jeff L Pittman
- Ricoh USA Inc
- Safety National
- Simmons Bank
- Karen M Karwoski
- The David and Linda Swain Foundation
- Technology Partners, Inc
- The First Tee
- Brian Timmer
- UMB Bank
- Lorraine L Wallis Trust
- Washington University in St Louis
- Webster University
- Paul and K Wentzien

Dean's Circle
$1,000-$2,499
- Markus and Laurie Ahrens
- American Boiler & Mechanical
- Damon H Andrew
- Scott Baier
- Bethesda Health Group
- Katherine Joslin
- BJC HealthCare
- Rosemary Boustany
- Jeanne Buschart
- Marilyn K Bush
- Carla S Chance
- CliftonLarsonAllen LLP
- Commerce Bancshares Foundation
- Cynthia Crim
- Renee Danuser
- David Mason and Associates Inc
- Tom and Kathleen Doerr
- John Eric Driskill
- Ida H Early
- Jimmie and Stacy Edwards
- Enjoy AJM Restaurant Group
- Rodney and Julie Fickas
- Thomas W Flynn
- Donald F Geders
- Gabe Grossberg
- Aiman H and Jennifer Hawasli
- Khouloud and Aliman Hawasli
- Sarah L Hefner
- David F Heimburger
- Holekamp Foundation
- Hudson and Associates LLC
- Rachel Webb
- IGT Global Solutions

Chancellor's Circle
$5,000 - $9,999
- Arcturis Inc
- Traci O'Bryan
- Kevin E Bullock
- Robert L Bullock

UPS
- William S Anheuser Foundation
- Women's Connection Network
- Lt Col Robert S Zbylut
Laura Westhoff
Dennis Arthur White
Lisa L Wilson
Yolklore LLC
Elizabeth Anne Young-Bates

Honor’s Circle
$100-$249
Anonymous
Alfred J Adkins
Monica J Allen
Kenneth R Amidon
Pamela F Anders
Nicholas Apelquist
Christine L Armantrout-Halley
Mary E Arnold
Diane Gelinas Ascare
BankMobile
John Benedict Barranco
Ed and Elizabeth Bauer
Otis C Beard
Rory S Beelek
Ryan Benhoff
Jamieson Bergeron Family Fund
Brant Beste
Neelima Gaurang Bhavsar
George E Blair
Lois W Bliss
Yvonne Bloom
Sharon R Bolte
Sandra Helen Brady
Molly, Jean and Steve Brendle
Laurie Brickey
Dawn Briganti
Judy Brouk
Vicky M Brown
Joseph Bryant
Gilbert Caldwell
Carl E Campbell
Michael Carr
Kevin Cheung
David Childs

James M Chleboun
Syed A Chowdhury
Janice A Claverie
Amee Beth Colvin
Joann Cooley
Simone Marie Cummings
Michael R Dahl
Lynda Dahlen
Laura B Davidson
Barbara and Jon Davis
Carolyn J Davis
Chip Day
David Dean
John Dickey
Kimberley A Diecker
Gino Dilorio
Benjamin C Dinehart
Sandra Phalen Dixon
Theodore A Domino
Dennis C Dufer
Bill Duke
Joseph F and Sylvia J Dunne
Elect Anne Marshall
Michael O Enriquez
Ann Gleason Ernst
Margaret Farrell
Vincent E Featherson
John W Finafrock
Vicki S Flier
Florissant Valley Retirement Association
Loretto Flynn
J Forrest
Drew A Foster
Keith Frederick Fuller
Gateway EITC Community Coalition
Hannah M Gear
Susan P Gibbons
Annette Gottschall
Ellen M Gough
Layla Azmi Goushey
Grace Episcopal Church

Diane Grant
Carol K Graves
Lincoln K Gray
Cynthia R Green
Diane Hunter Handler
Christina Beth Hart
Jeremy Hawkins
Laurie Marie Hawkins
Julie Ann High
Ivy V M Hill
Trudy Horan
Margaret M Hvatum
James M Ibur
Susan Frances Imbeah
Jeffrey P Ivory
Bolan A James
Alec Shea Jensen
Greg Johnsen
Doris Jean Jones
Meaghan Arriana Karl
Philip D Karnowski
Randell D Kays
Melissa Keller
Carletta Ann Kemp
Pamela Mueller Kestner
Victoria C Kettenacker
Kathleen A Kirk
Debra Knickerbocker
Lisa M Kokotovich
Larry and Jane Kozuszek
Elida Kraja
Alvin and Jane Kreher
Mary F Kriegshauser
Rose and Daniel Kruvand
Gary Kusmierczak
Lisa R Lee
Scott Allan Leemann
Brian Legate
Robert E Leitner
Mary Ann Lombardo
Julie Marie Loyet
Annette J Lukacz

International Association of Fire Fighters Local 73
Kirkwood Florist Incorporation
Sherry Lappe
Legends Country Club
William D Lyon
Terry MacHaffie
Christopher L Mahan
Sarah U Mammen
Howard and Karen Mayes
Meineke Car Care
Jenna Mueller
Bob and Ellen Nickrent
Gwendolyn G Nixon
Sharon and Wayne North
Citizens to Elect Mike O’Mara
Mary H Osborne
Herbert D Patterson
Amy Pollock
Red Oak Meetings & Events
Doris R Reed-Delaet
Catherine H Reilly
Thomas E and Katherine A Ryan
Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra
Sazerac Company
Richard W Schumacher
Schwartzkopf Printing Inc
Sidney Street Cafe
James C Speiser
St Louis County Library Foundation
St Louis Casa Loma Ballroom
St Louis Union Station Hotel
Lisa and Paul Stepanovic
Cheryl A Strahm
Vector Communications Corp
Vee-Jay Cement Contracting Co, Inc
Sam and Ann Ventimiglia
Janet K Walsh
Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign
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David and Janice Martin
Mary Havelka Martin
Julie K Massey
Matthew Mauschbaugh
Jeffrey Mazur
Ellen A McCloskey
Pamela G McElligott
Dorothy McGuffin
George A Mckale
Linda J McKay
Richard Wesley Mellow IV
June J Mercer
David Meschke
Eric W Meyer
Nancy E Molik
Amy E Monson
Kirk R Monton
Bertha M Moreland
Donald B Moser
Kimberly Rene Mueller
Julia K Muller and Earl K Shreckengast
Robert E Murphy
Candice D Murray
Robbie Musson
Virginia L Naumann
Lisa Newbill
Andrea Nichols
Lynne Nisbet
Linda D Nissenbaum
Chad A Nordike
Derrek Novel
Sandra Sumanthi Osburn
Sheila L Ouellette
Niketa R Patel
Deborah S Patzold
Karana J Phillips
Joan E Pirtle-Oakley
Alcee Polk
Kim Krafte Polk
Joseph L Poplawski
Marilyn G Powers
Terry and Karen Proffitt
Stacey L Pugh
Leslie H Randle
Emily L Ransom
Julie Ann Ressler
Fredric Rissover
Dr Vicki Ritts
Taulby A Roach
Casey J Roam
Susan R Roesch
Pamela A Ross
Justin Rudick
Susan B Ryan
Paula M Savarino
Dean M Savoca
Dennis and Diane Savoca
Schaeffer Electric Company
Steven M Schamber
Kathleen Mary Schindler
Dave M Schottel
Mr and Mrs Matthew Sciuto
Carl Serbell
Marilyn Mosher Shapley
William B Sheldon
Amber Simpson
Katy Smith
Sandra G Smith
Denise M Sperruzza
St Louis Blues Hockey Club, LP
Christopher Stumpf
Sunset Hills Garden Club
Constance Suydam
Maria D Sweeney
Angela C Sykora
TEGNA Inc
Emily D Tetrault
Lahaji Jermere Thomas
Linda M Thomson
Arnold J Trembley
Christopher L Tucker
Katherine Marie Tynan
Stephanie Vancardo
Kimberlee P Vaughn
Corrina Vratny
Mary Sutherland Wagner
James L Walker
Robert P Walsh
Breck W Washam
Susan S Waugh
Kelly R Wavering
Andrea Roberta Weber
Betty J Wells
Hollis L Wende
Loren Wims
Venita D Winslow
Daniel Wiss
Amber L Wood
David E Wright
Kirsten Young-Abotsi
Rafia Zafar
Andrew J Zimmerman

Friend’s Circle
$1-$99
Anonymous
Eve Marie Abaray
Alison Campbell Accurso
Ernest C Aehle
Jennifer Aguado
Suzanne Ahlf
Christopher E Alexander
Lynn J Allen
Austin Taylor Allison
Jerry G Alt
Alternatives for Girls
AmazonSmile Foundation
Jennifer S Anderson
Scott Eric Armstead
Sharon Arnott
Jennifer Ann Backer
Susan H Baker
John W Baltz
Sibyl A Banks
Jacqueline A Barker
Todd J Barnidge
Robyn C Barrett
Janet Dorothy Bast
Matthew Bast
Tiffany A Bates
Deborah L Baumgartner
Beverly Ballard Bayham
Elva Maxine Beach
Scott Beeler
Sanela Bejdic
Richard J Belleville
Michelle E Bergmann
Patricia L Berkhart
Kathleen M Bielicci
Donna L Blackmon
Elizabeth D Boedecker
Antoinette Marie Boyd
Annette Boyer
Edward Bragg
Cathy Bramlett
Maria C Brennan
Shirley Breuer
Jacklyn K Brotcke
Amy Brown-Marshall
Martin J Buehler
Lesley A Buermann
Adam Bugele
John Bugele
Gena F Burroughs
Kimberly L Burton
Nancy Kaye Bush
Cindy L Campbell
Jay Campbell
Bruce Canan
Ron and Joanne Carr
Tanya L Carr
Charles Carter
Deborah Carter
Zita Maria Casey
Jenita Leigh Checkett
John Michael Chihak
Erica M Ciarlo
Pamela Cilek
Judy V Clark
Christopher A Clayton
Charles and Patricia Clements
Judy A Cobillas
Sidney T Cook
Groves Cooke
James N Cooper
Terry D Cooper
Michael Coyle
Angelia Marie Cozart
Christopher Crabtree
Kelly R Crandall
Frederick L Crouch
Allen R Daniel
Sharon J Danyluck
Robin Lyn Davidson
Indiana Lawrance Davis
Jessie R Day
Donald C Denham
Kayla R Denzik
Elizabeth Desrosiers
Michael James Devitt
Renee Gail Dingman
Dion F Dion
Mary and John Dohr
Richard Dolci
Sandra Drake
Henry T Drane
Paul Dry
John S Duarte
Keith Dudding
Rene Ellen Dulle
Kenneth J Dusold
Nicole Marie Dutt
Steve Ehlen
Vickie L Eisenbach
Beth Ann Elam Michaud
Kimberly Lynn Ellis
Karen Engelkenjohn
Brandon Rose Englert
Brandy Epps
Christopher Everett
Susan K Ewald
Naomi Ruth Faerber
Lisa Falcetti
Mary Ann Fisch
Britni Ann Fischer
Linda Forrest
Sharon Fox
Mary Margaret Frazer
James Leslie Frazier
Jack E Freebersyser
Dawn E Gaines
Toni N Garrett
Rebecca S Garrison
Michael S Gawlak
Christine D Gayfield
Mike G Gentry
Morye and Lois Gers
Christine Giancola-Youngberg
Teresa M Gier
James L Gillespie
Barbara J Goldberg
Margaret R Gottlieb
Teri K Graville
Vickie L Gray
Vincent H Grelle
Paul V Grenney
Michael L Griewing
Barbara J Groff
Keith R Hacke
Matt Haey
Martin Hallenberger
Christy A Hamilton
Steven J Handley
Adam Michael Hanson
Elemuelle J Harris
Michael Albert Hauser
Carrie Ann Havens
Sara L Heartlein
Rebecca Jane Miller Helbling
Annette P Heller
Michelle Scott Henriquez
Col George A Henry, Jr
Teresa Maria Hepler
Paul Edward Higdon
Nicole Lynn Higginbotham
Tracy Marie Hinton
Alberta S Hitchings
William Holowatuk
Michael E Hopkins
Janice Kay Hovis
Sherlyn L Howard
William L Hubble
Keith C Hulsey
Joni Kay Hynes
Clifford Ice
Carolyn A Jackson
Tracey Lynette Jeffries
Carrie Johns
Harriet Yvette Johnston
Brenda H Kahan
Lacee A Kaufmann
Diane Marie Kaver
Mary J Kearney
Shari B Keffer
Joseph M Kloeppe1
Karol Koch
Nichole Koch
Linda Lee Ladendecker-Corley
Katherine D Ladendorf
Michelle Landers Ochsner
Kwan M Lee
Melissa L Leech
Jeffrey A Lerner
Rosita D Lewis
Terry Lynn Lilledahl
Suzanne Lindenmann
Danielle Lee Lusk
Barbara J Lyles-Moton
Erika G Malone
Vincent Joseph Marino
Tracy Lyn Marshall
Sarah E Martin
Sue Martin
Michael Martines
Kaycee Marie Maurer
Michelle M Maxey
Kevin and Renee Mayse
Adrienne M Mazdra
Steven L Mazurek
Teresa C Mazurek
Dale E McCammack
Michael Francis McCluskey
Marie L McCool
Emma Macie McCue
Lailie B McDonald
Lawrence and Barbara McDoniel
Patrick K McDowell
Katy S McGuffee
Rahne McIntyre
Anne M McLaughlin
Lee McMillan
Thomas A Menary
Linda A Metzler
Mary Brennan Meyer
Angela M Miller
Lucia R Miller
Rebecca S Miller
Sheila M Misselhorn
Steven Patrick Mitchell
Katherine N Moore
Kelvyn Alford Moore
James Hiroshi Moser
Donald Muckerman
Jill Janine Mueller
Karen Ann Mueller
Karen Dee Muenks
Willie C Nall
Donna Spaulding Nelson
Kristie Nienaber
Carol Jean Nohl
Thomas E Nottelmann
Susan Nowak
Darren Joseph O'Brien
Judy L Ogle
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BJ Okenfuss
Vanessa Okwuraiwe
Carolyn A O'Laughlin
Margaret J Oney
Geoffrey L Orwig
Jonathan D Owen
Linda Palmer
Sharon A Pemberton
Teresa Penrose
PEO Sisterhood
Dennis J Perry
Joan T Perry
Kathleen M Petroff
Charlotte D Petty
David Pfeifer
Colleen Phillips
Kayla Mae Piedimonte
Diane Pisacreta
Stephen D Platt
Marcelle Levond Polander
Jessica Ellen Porcelli
Susan R Powell
Anna Price
Kathy L Pritchard
John Quinn
Richard A Radasch
Erica Rochelle Raspberry
Michele Kathryn Rava
David Andrew Ray
Michael J Reddy
Paula Anne Reed
Shaun Reno
Yvonne Renz
Nancy N Rice
Donna L Richardet
John F Riess
Joyce F Rizzo
Kathleen Susan Rizzo
Melinda Robb
George Robbins
Lucille Rock
Beth L Roehm

Telitha Michelle Rogers-Anderson
Patricia Ann Rooney
Ann Bryan Ruger
Ann G Russell
Zip Rzeppa
George L Sackett
Harvey Salvin
Louisa M Salvin
Sam and Pat Hopmeier Charitable Fund
Julie Anne Scalice
Kathleen E Schabelski
Juliet Scherer
Barbara A Schmermund
Steven Thomas Schnell
Matthew Schrum
Mark and Marcia Schwieder
Karla S Seddon
Thomas M Seger
Susan L Serns
Elaine Sheahan
The Sheldon Concert Hall
Ed and JoAnn Shew
Claudia A Shugert
Dave Siegel
Shirley Darlene Simmons
Debra A Skaggs
Jefferson Smith
Kathleen Kramer Smith
Kevin C Smith
Theresa O Smythe
Aletta D Speegle
Tana S Spiekermann
Winston Lewis Spivey
Barbara Stadler
Darcie Evon Star
Karl Thomas Steenberg
Don Steiger
Destra Jenelle Stettler
Julie T Stillman
Craig Stowers
Dolores Street

John A Stuckey
James D Sullivan
Teresa Marie Sweeney
David M Szymanski
Philip Matthew Teare
Stephen Techner
Billie J Teneau
Kristin Nicole Thomas
Darren L Thompson
Judith Thorn
Madison C Thorn
Blake Thornton
Robert Blake Thumith
Topeka Community Foundation
Cheryle Lynne Tucker
Frenchi Lynn Turner
Joan M Twillman
Joe and Beth Viviano
Alexandria Vlahos
Rick J Volpo
Jacqueline R Wamack
Lisa A Ward
Jay M Warner
Patrick T Washer
Margaret Louise Waters
William D Watkins
Roger Waxelman
Weekends Only
Alex T Welsch
Pam Werden
Amanda M White
Dennis Anthony White
Lucille J White
Tom White
Gary R Wideman
Arvelton Williams
Whitney Lee Williams
Craig W Williamson
Donna L Williamson
Madison M Willmore
Elicia C Wilson
Eugene West and Denise Wise-West

David A Wolfe
Dallas Wyciskalla
Sean Yoakum
YourCause, LLC Trustee
Mary A Zabriskie
Asma A Zangana
Kathleen Ziegenmier
Marjorie Zimmerman
Brett Zinter

In Memory Of
Jerry Gers
Rose and Daniel Kruvand
Ron Luebke
Edward J Bragg
Pamela Cilek
Ken and Brittany Dusold
Mary Ann and Joseeph Fisch
Barbara Goldberg
Paul E Hidgon
Ellen McCloskey
Susan Powell
William B Sheldon
Donna Spaulding
Patricia and Ron Williams
Alexander Marley
Michael Calomino
Suzanne Lindemann
Pam Werden
Marcia and Ed Pfeiffer
Shirley Huether
Lyle Pittman
Deborah K Barron
TEGNA
Julie K Ventimiglia
Sam and Ann Ventimiglia
Calvert Worth, Sr
John W Baltz
John W Finafrock
Joan T Perry
Dr Joseph Worth
Florissant Valley Retirement Association

In Honor Of
Carla Chance
Steven M Brendle
Jimmy De-Laet
Doris Reed-De-Laet
Cordelia Forde  
Gary C Forde

Pauline Gers, Morey, Lois and Julia Gers, James and Wanda Gers  
Rose and Daniel Kruvand

Diane Lee  
Charles Carter

Marco Romero  
Patrick McDowell
Every attempt was made to ensure accuracy in the reporting of donors as well as to honor the wishes of anonymous donors. However, we wish to apologize for any errors that may have occurred in the omission or inaccurate listing of any name. If an error is discovered, please contact the Foundation at foundation@stlcc.edu and we will correct the error.